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Headband Telesin with two sport camera mounts (GP-HMS-T06)

Telesin headband with two sports camera mounts
Record  from different  perspectives.  The  Telesin  headband is  equipped with  2  mounts:  front  and  back,  so  you  can  capture  interesting
shots.  Being  made  of  skin-friendly  materials  is  responsible  for  unparalleled  comfort,  and  wide  compatibility  will  allow  you  to  attach
cameras such as Osmo Action, GoPro or XiaoYi to the band.
 
Different usage scenarios
The headband has a front and rear mount, allowing you to capture what's happening in front of you and what's behind you. Record vlogs
while cycling, skateboarding, running, etc.
 
Wide compatibility
Concerned that  the wristband will  not  fit  your  camera? Don't  be!  The GP-HMS-T06 mount  will  be suitable  for  cameras such as  XiaoYi,
Osmo Action or GoPro. For the latter two devices, you will need a case.
 
Comfort of use
In the interest of your comfort,  the headband is made of Lycra material,  which is skin-friendly. You can also adjust its length for even
more comfort. Moreover, the inner part of the headband has been finished with silicone, which ensures stability. So you don't have to
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worry about it slipping off your head and damaging your camera.
 
More possibilities
This is not the end of the advantages of GP-HMS-T06. You can detach the headband attachment at any time and attach it, for example,
to the peak of your hat. You can also adjust the camera angle up to 180° and adjust it to your needs.
 
Included
headband
mount
screw
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-HMS-T06
Material
PC
Compatibility
most sports camera models, e.g. Osmo Action, GoPro,   XiaoYi  

Preço:

€ 15.50
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